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WHAT'S NEW IN

MOBILE SCHOOL

MID YEAR ASSESSMENT- LINUS 

This month, we conducted an assessment for students

in Kg. Bukit Biru and Kg. Jenit to assess their learning

progress. 

Kg Bukit Biru started Mobile School in January, and Kg.

Jenit only started in April. Students from both villages

showed improvement in Bahasa Malay and Mathematic.

Detailed result will be reported in progress report. 

 Mid-year assessment 

 STEAM activity:

Environmental Education 

Boardgame distribution 
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MOBILE SCHOOL IS
CURRENTLY IN 6 VILLAGES,

WITH 102 STUDENTS.

JUNE 2021

Environmental education session in kg.bukit biru
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ORIGAMI SESSION AT KG. BUKIT BIRU 

BOARD GAMES DISTRIBUTION

STEAM ACTIVITIES-ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

In June, we conducted STEAM activity with students in Kg. Bukit Biru and Kg. Teraling.

We developed a module focused on the environment. The first chapter was about

animals and its habitat. The booklet consisted 50 different animals that live in different

places such as polar region, ocean, desert, grassland, mountain and rainforest. 

With the pictures in the booklet, the OA children were able to recognise some of the

animals they see around the village, and showed great interest in learning. 

JUNE 2021

Prepared by Yumi Chia (Programme Officer) 

yumi@globalpeace.org.my

environment education session in Kg. TeralingStudents in kg. jenit playing with their lego

kg.teraling with their lego kg. bukit biru playing with puzzle

Games and activities helped to boost children's interest in learning, and also encouraged them to

explore different things. We selected a few boardgames that foster different skills, such as logical

fine motor skill and creativity. Games such as LEGO and puzzles also helped children in

concentration. 

Many of the OA children did not have the opportunity to play with different toys in the past. The

children were very excited to play with the LEGO and puzzles for the very first time. 


